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correctly,	as	Jacopo	Tintoretto’s	studies	by	Forlani	(Mostra di disegni di Jacopo Tintoretto e della sua 







the composing process for The Paradise	 in	the	Doge’s	Palace,	and	so	are	datable	to	around	1588.	As	
for	T1504,	although	unnoticed	by	the	Tietzes,	Forlani	pointed	out	that	the	sheet	is	a	preparatory	study	
for	 the	figure	of	Venice	in	 the	large	canvas	in	 the	Sala	del	Maggior	Consiglio	of	 the	Doge’s	Palace,	
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fig.	1	 Jacopo	Tintoretto,	T1504:	Gabinetto	
Disegni	 e	 Stampe	 degli	Uff izi,	
Florence,	inv.	13039	F	(1578-82).
fig.	2	 Jacopo	Tintoret to,	 T1690:	
British	Museum,	London,	inv.	
1913-3-13-186	(late	1580s).




















studies	 in	 the	 Tietzes	 list	 of	Domenico	







of	 kneeling	St.	Anne	 in	The Immaculate 
Concept ion ,  now in the Staatsgaler ie, 







study,	 the	British	Museum’s	 inv.	 1907-7-
17-90 (T1526-90), for the altarpiece Christ 
Giving the Keys to St. Peter (1597-1601, 
Galleria	Estense,	Modena).15 However, we 




degli	Uff izi,	 Florence,	 inv.	
12933	F.
fig.	8	 Domenico	Tintoretto,	The Saviour 
Appearing to Sts. Justine and 


















of	St.	Justine	in	The Saviour Appearing to Sts. 













	 The	 two	 drawings	 depict ing	 draped	
kneeling	figures,	T1500	(inv.	13002	F)	(fig.	9)	
and	T1501	(inv.	13003	F)	(fig.	10),	have	not	been	
discussed	much	 in	previous	 literature,	 but	 I	
think	the	attribution	to	Domenico	by	the	Tietzes	
is,	despite	Forlani’s	 reservations,	 fully	acceptable.18	Most	probably	 they	can	be	related	 to	a	 typical	
oil	study	by	Domenico,	 the	British	Museum’s	 inv.	1904-6-14-1	(T1519)	(fig.	11),	 for	a	composition	
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study	for The Adoration of the Magi	 in	 the	Museum	of	Fine	Arts,	Boston,	as	 the	disposition	of	 the	
figures	of	the	Magi	is	completely	different	in	this	painting.20	In	any	case,	the	style	of	the	London	sketch	
seems	to	 indicate	a	date	 in	 the	 late	1590s,21	and	
such	a	date	may	be	applied	to	the	two	drawings	in	
the	GDSU.	Another	drawing	of	a	single	kneeling	


















Now	 I	will	 discuss	 several	 of	 the	 drawings	
categorized	by	 the	Tietzes	as	 ‘Tintoretto	shop’.	




















fig.	22	 Domenico	Tintoretto,	The Conquest of Constantinople 
(detail),	Sala	del	Maggior	Consiglio,	Doge’s	Palace,	
Venice	(ca.	1610-15).
Aspects of Problems in Western Art History, vol.11, 2013
33
market;	present	whereabouts	unknown)	(fig.	18).	They	considered	the	painting	neither	by	Jacopo	nor	
by	Domenico,	and	assigned	 tentatively	both	 the	painting	and	 the	 two	drawings	 to	Marco	Robusti,	
younger	brother	of	Domenico.	Forlani	also	discussed	these	drawings,	classifying	them	in	the	category	







is, contemporary with, or slightly later than, The Entombment	in	the	Church	of	San	Giorgio	Maggiore	(1592-






and	T1802	 (inv.	12981	F)	 (fig.	20).29 These 
sheets	were	classified	by	both	the	Tietzes	and	
Forlani as ‘Tintoretto workshop’, but Forlani 
precisely	pointed	out	that	they	are	preparatory	
studies	 for	 the	 foreground	 f igures	 in	The 




she was not sure about the attribution of the 
canvas,	it	is	indisputable	that	The Conquest of 
Constantinople	was	designed	by	Domenico.31 
The	painting	reveals	Domenico’s	deplorably	
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Museum	online	catalogue	(Hugo	Chapman),	where	the	figure’s	pose	is	compared	to	one	of	the	elders	in	the	Stories of Susanna 
mosaics	in	the	Basilica	di	S.	Marco	(ca.	1576-88).






also	Forlani	1956,	no.	52	and	Rossi	1975a,	p.	20,	fig.	172.	The	drawing	is	connected	to	The Battle of Zara	in	the	Sala	del	Scrutinio	
of	the	Doge’s	Palace	(1582-87).	It	has	been	accepted	as	Jacopo	by	both	Forlani	and	Rossi,	I	believe	it	should	be	given	to	the	young	
Domenico.	See	Koshikawa	2012,	pp.	29-30.












17  See	Rossi	1984,	p.	60.	However,	 it	cannot	be	properly	called	a	preparatory	study	for	Domenico’s	rather	 late	painting,	The 
Assumption of the Virgin	in	the	Basilica	delle	Grazie	in	Udine	(Rossi	1982,	fig.	10a).
18		Forlani	(1956,	no.	74,	as	Tintoretto	school)	discussed	T1500,	T1501	and	the	following	12998	F	as	one	coherent	group,	but	she	
36
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CORRIGENDA: 
 
p.30 fig.2:  inv. 1913-3-13-186  → 1913-3-31-186 
p.30 fig.5:  inv. 1913-3-13-190  → 1913-3-31-190 
p.30 fig.6:  inv. 1913-3-13-191  → 1913-3-31-191 
p.33 fig.23:  present whereabouts unknown  → Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge (MA), inv. 1997.206 
p.36, note 35:  Sala del Maggior Consiglio → Sala dello Scrutinio 
 
 
